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Introduction
This guide provides information on common issues that may occur within the system where
something may have gone wrong and requires a non-technical resolution.
This guide is in addition to the Guide for Team Leaders and Guide for Business Administrators
also available from the RMA website.
If your query is of a technical/IT nature please contact NVT (central IT support/developers of
the LS/CMI system) directly at customerservice@nvt.co.uk.
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Common exporting problems
Wrong export destination selected
If the wrong export destination has been selected the importing service will be unable to
import the file.
To resolve this, the file will need to be re-exported to allow the appropriate export
destination to be selected.
To re-export:
o
o

Reopen the latest case and close the case back down again
The file will then become available within the export drop down list to enable you to
select the correct export destination and proceed to export again.

Unable to find file within ‘offender export’ list

If the file required for export is not appearing within the export dropdown list see below for
some common reasons why this may occur.
Offender name may have been inputted incorrectly
Search for the case via the System
Cases table just using the URN filter
to establish the spelling of the
person’s name and to determine
whether the forename/surname are
in the correct order.
If there are mistakes in the spelling or
order of the forename/surname
arrange for these to be amended and
try searching again within the export
list.
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NB. It is not necessary to use the whole URN when searching. Start with just the first few
numbers.
Case has not been closed for export
Locate the case within the System Cases Table using the URN filter and check that there is a
“Reopen” marker next to the specific case ID number.
If the Reopen marker is present this
indicates the case is closed and in most
cases should be available for export.
If the Reopen marker is not present the case
will require to be closed. Further
information on case closure can be found
within the Guide for Team Leaders.
NB. Only closed cases can be exported.
Problem with previous export attempt
If the case has been closed (“Reopen”marker present) and is still not appearing on the export
list it may be that there was an issue with a previous attempt at exporting.
To resolve this, the file will need to be re-exported.
To re-export:
o

Reopen the latest case and close the case back down again

o

The file should then become available within the export drop down list.

If the case still does not appear for export after re-exporting contact should be made with the
central IT/technical helpdesk at customerservice@nvt.co.uk.
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Common importing problems
Wrong export destination selected
If the error message “wrong export destination” appears when importing the file this means
the exporter has selected the wrong destination when exporting.
You will need to contact the exporting service that sent the file and ask that they re-export
it.
Information for the exporting service on how to resolve this can be found in the “Wrong
export destination selected” on page 4 of this guide.
Importing from a different version of the system
If the error message ‘tried to import a case from an older version of the application’ appears
when importing the file this indicates that the file is from a different version of the LS/CMI
system than from your system.
This will likely happen when a new version of the system is in the midst of being installed
across the country. New releases nearly always interrupt the import/export process as a result
of compatibility issues. That is, a service can only import a file if it is using the same version
of the system as the exporter.

To find out which version of the system you are using,
look at the number just below the LS/CMI log in box.

The advice during installation for any service before exporting is to:
o contact the service they plan to export to and check which version of the LS/CMI
system they are using and
o postpone exporting until both areas are using the same version.
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Common view/report problems
Case has been restricted for viewing
If a case has been restricted for viewing the View and Report link within the System Cases
table will not be visible (except for the assigned worker).

Where a case has been restricted only the assigned worker can access, view or print that
record. The ability to lock out others from viewing or printing the record is intended for
particularly sensitive cases.
If it is decided that the case does not require to be restricted the assigned worker will need
to untick the box marked restricted (located on the very first screen of the Offender History
Form - see below) and select Next to save this change.
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Common approval problems
Case not appearing for closure in approvals table

If the case requiring to be closed is not appearing within the approvals table see below for
some common reasons this may occur.
Case is still to be closed
If the record is incomplete it will not have reached a point for case closure therefore the
approval will not appear. Ensure that the assigned worker has completed all that is required.
If the record has not reached a point of closure, this will require to be completed to a point
of closure before it will then appear on the approvals table. Further information on closing
cases can be found within the Guide for Team Leaders.
Case closure request not successful
If the record has reached a point of closure, the system may require the closure request to be
reiterated to allow the approval to appear. If the assigned worker selects the Close link at the
appropriate stage this will then trigger the approval to appear. Further information on closing
cases can be found within the Guide for Team Leaders.
Case assigned to approver
If the case is assigned to the approver it will not appear within the approvals table as the
system does not allow the assigned user to also be the approver of the case closure (only
Initial Assessments can be closed by the assigned worker).
To resolve this the case will need to be assigned to another user within the service to allow
the case closure approval to appear within the approvals table to then complete the closure
process.
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Common problems accessing sections of the assessment
Unable to see the link for the LS/CMI 1-8 assessment
If the link for the 1-8 assessment is not visible for the case see below for some common
reasons this may occur.
Initial Assessment selected in error
If the assigned worker has selected the Initial Assessment in error the link for the LS/CMI 1-8
assessment will not appear as the system works on a series of gateways to each section. As
such, the 1-8 link will only appear once the Initial Assessment has been completed.
To allow the 1-8 link to reappear:
 Unassign the case
 Delete the Initial Assessment (select Delete IA within the Unassigned Table)
 Assign the case back to the worker.
Imported case has an Initial Assessment completed
If the case that has been imported was for court report purposes in most instances it will be
an Initial Assessment that has been completed. The system may require to be nudged to allow
the link for the LS/CMI 1-8 to appear.
To resolve this the assigned worker should navigate to the last page of the Initial Assessment
(Section 7 Conclusion) and select Complete for the link for the 1-8 to then appear.
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Incorrect type of assessment chosen
All cases must have an Offender History Form section completed, following this the assessor
will receive the message below:
This message indicates that two
options will appear for the assessor to
choose from: Initial Assessment or a
full LS/CMI 1-8 Assessment.

If the assigned worker has chosen the incorrect level of assessment this can be resolved by:




Unassign the case
Delete the incorrectly chosen assessment (either Delete IA or Delete 1-8) from the
Unassigned Table
Assign the case back to the assessor where both links will reappear for selection.

Unable to see the further risk of serious harm assessment
If the assigned worker has not chosen to do further assessment upon completion of the
LS/CMI 1-8 at the Evaluation and Conclusion stage the further risk of serious harm
assessment will not be visible to complete.
To allow this content to be visible the assessor must choose the final option as seen below:
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Common problems with assigning cases
Unable to find case to assign
If the case is not appearing within the list of cases that can be assigned see below for some
common reasons this may occur.
Offender name may have been inputted incorrectly
Search for the case via the System
Cases table just using the URN filter
to establish the spelling of the
person’s name and to determine
whether the forename/surname are
in the correct order.
If there are mistakes in the spelling or
order of the forename/surname
arrange for the name to be amended
and try searching again within the list
of cases that can be assigned via these details.
NB. It is not necessary to search using the whole of the URN. Start your search by using just
the first few numbers of the URN.
Case is closed
Locate the case within the system using the System Cases URN filter and check that there is a
Reopen marker next to the specific case ID number.

If you are able to find the case within the
System Cases and there is a Reopen
marker next to it, this indicates the case
is closed.
Only open cases can be assigned.

If the case has been closed in error it will require to be reopened before then assigning the
case.
If the case has been appropriately closed (because previous involvement with your service
has ended) it is advised that a new case be created.
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The New Case link can be accessed from the main dashboard. Where a closed case exists in
the system some of the information from the previous Offender History Form will pull through
to the new case.
Record destruction date of case has been reached
If the case cannot be found from the System Cases table using the appropriate filters it may
be that the Record Destruction Date (completed at the point of closure) has been reached
and as such the case will have been permanently deleted from the system.
Record Destruction Dates are either set by the assigned worker (for Initial Assessments) or by
those with system permissions to approve case closures (for LS/CMI 1-8 or Section 11
Discharge Summary).
NB. The Record Destruction Date should follow local record retention policies.
Case has been deleted in error
If the case cannot be found from the System Cases table using the appropriate filters it may
have been deleted from the system manually via the Unassigned Table (by someone with the
appropriate system permissions) and as such will be permanently deleted from the system.
NB. It is unlikely that deleted cases can be restored.
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Common problems with amending offender details
Fields are ‘greyed out’
If there are mistakes within the offender details (e.g. name spelled incorrectly) these can be
amended by the asssigned worker if the case is open. These fields will be greyed out, and
cannot be amended if the case is closed or being viewed by someone other than the assigned
worker. The exception is the URN - see below for further information on how to amend errors
within the URN.
To amend the offender details:
o Select the Offender History link which will navigate to the first page of this section
where the offender details (forename, surname, DOB etc) have been inputted and
make the appropriate amendments.
o Select Next to save the changes.

Unable to amend the URN
Amendments to the URN can be only made by users with the appropriate access rights
(system permission 115 – Case Handling – URN Edit). Further information on system
permissions can be found within the Guide for Team Leaders.
NB. If the URN has been system generated ($ symbol at end of sequence) this is not editable.
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Common problems with creating a new case
Open case already exists
If the following error message is displayed (see screenshot below) when creating a new case
this indicates there is an open case which already exists for that offender .

The system does not allow for two open cases to exist therefore the previous case will require
to be closed before the new case can be created. Further information on closing cases can be
found within the Guide for Team Leaders.
The error message also indicates who is currently assigned to the open case.
NB. Where a closed case exists in the system then some of the information from the previous
Offender History Form will pull through to the new case.
Previous case has been exported
If the following error message is displayed (see screenshot below) when creating a new case,
this indicates the previous case has been exported.

The record should follow the offender through their journey between community/prison
and/or across local authorities and as such this message would only appear on rare ocassions
where this was not possible.
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It is advised that the service trying to create a new case request the previously exported case
from the relevant authority/establishment and continue with that record.
However, if the exported case is no longer available the case will require to be reopened on
your system and closed back down to allow a new case to be created.
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Common management planning problems
Previous management plan not viewable on-screen
When Version 5.1 of the LS/CMI system was developed, the assessor selects which type of
management plan is required following completion of the full LS/CMI 1-8 assessment.

Once the type of plan has been chosen it will only be this plan that will display on screen.
Where a case has been reassessed, any previous assessments and associated management
plans can be viewed via the Report link within the System Cases table.
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Common risk management planning problems
Formatting of RMP looks different when printed
The printed version of the RMP can look different in comparison with that on screen however
to avoid errors in formatting the steps below should be followed by the case manager:
o Access the RMP via the Report link within the System Cases table:

o Select the “Risk Management Plan” from the dropdown list witin the reports section
o Select format as Word before choosing to Export.

o Save the document to a secure location.
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o The document will open in a Word template however the automatic default size will
likely be incorrect. Before printing the size needs to be changed to A4.
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